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1. **Objective**

This course is designed to introduce the new technology used in accounting to students and help students gain a deep understanding of how new technology affects people’s decisions in the accounting context. Specifically, this course will cover the following topics: **social media, mobile device, robo and algorithm, and computer-mediated communication**. Students can choose one topic that they are interested in, and will be guided to gain a comprehensive view of the topic.

The course language is English.

At the end of the course, students will be able to:

1. Have a complete view of a certain new technology in accounting practice;
2. Think critically about the reactions from practitioners (investors, managers, auditors, etc., depending on the topic) to the new technology;
3. Write a report about the new technology in accounting and present it to the audience.

2. **Organization**

**Tasks**

The seminar includes the following tasks:

1. **Case study (individual task)**

   A case study session will be conducted three weeks after the introductory session. The case study materials, along with the guiding questions, will be distributed on the ILIAS platform before the introductory session. Students are asked to read the materials
and think about the guiding questions carefully. Though no write-up is required to submit, students are strongly recommended to document their thoughts before coming to the case study session, in order to actively participate in the discussion. The case study session will pave the way to the report writing. Students’ in-class participation will also contribute to their grading (see Grading below).

2. Report and Presentation (individual or group task)

Students can pick one of the four topics (see Section 4. Literature below) to build their report and presentation. Students will be grouped with other students who share the same interest. Before the case study session, students need to send the lecturer their preferences on the topic individually. The group formation will be discussed and decided during the case study session. In the case of groups with more than one member, all group members have to take part in the presentation.

The content of the report will include, but not be limited to the following: summary of the new technology in accounting practice, intentional outcomes of application, elements that may affect the outcome, potential/real outcomes in practice, and what to do next. The presentation will be based on the report.

The papers listed in Section 4 will introduce students to the area of interest. To write the report, students also need to search for information themselves (e.g., reports from Big Four, news reports, literature review, etc.). The instructions on information search will be given in the introductory session. Potential questions about the report writing will also be answered during the case study session.

Throughout the semester, the lecturer will hold on-appointment consulting sessions every Wednesday from 11h15 to 14h00 from 14.04.21. Late submissions will result in the attribution of the minimal mark. If students have any questions regarding the report writing, they can send a summary of the questions to the lecturer and make an appointment via email.

Task Submission Formats and Deadlines

Seminar participants must respect the following deadlines:

1. Registration:

Please include your current study profile sheet (Studienblatt) to your registration. Note that the registration is binding.

Seminar registration via email to the lecture before 17h00, 09.03.2021
2. **Topic Preference:**

Choose one of the four topics listed in Section 4. Literature below.

**Email the lecturer your topic choice before 17h00, 30.03.2021**

3. **Report:**

10-15 pages, without title pages, index, appendices, and bibliography

Please follow the formatting requirements described in the document "Leitfaden Masterarbeiten IUC-FA" as provided on ILLAS.

**Report submission to the lecturer via email due date: 17h00, 12.05.2021.**

4. **Presentation:**

30 min presentation, 10 min discussion

**Slides submission to the lecturer via email due date: 17h00, 17.05.2021.**

All above are required to be submitted via email to the lecturer. **Please note that missing a deadline will result in the attribution of the minimal mark.**

**Grading**

The final grade will be evaluated based on the percentage allocation below:

- Attendance (see Miscellaneous below): 10%
- Participation (in-class contribution, especially during the case study session): 30%
- Report Writing: 30%
- Presentation: 30%

**Lecturer**

Prof. Dr. Yanjia Yang is the lecturer responsible for this course. She is currently working on projects about new technology in accounting and hopes that more students get to know the area.

If students have any questions or want to arrange a meeting, please feel free to email her: [yanjia.yang@iuc.unibe.ch](mailto:yanjia.yang@iuc.unibe.ch)
Miscellaneous

The classes will be conducted online via Zoom until further notice. For each session, the Zoom link will be communicated on the ILIAS platform.

To facilitate online teaching, during the Zoom sessions, please turn on your video camera and display your real names. Students who do not keep their cameras on or display their real names will be removed, and their attendance will not be marked.

3. Course Outline

Below is the date and content for each session:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time and Date</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11h15-14h00, 10.03.2021</td>
<td>Introductory and Syllabus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11h15-14h00, 31.03.2021</td>
<td>Case Study and Preparation for Report Writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11h15-14h00, 19.05.2021</td>
<td>Presentation and Feedback</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consulting sessions will be conducted every Wednesday (11h15-14h00) on an appointment only basis, starting from 14.04.2021.

4. Literature

Social Media:


Mobile Device:


Robo and Algorithm:


Computer-mediated Communication:

